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ABSTRACT
Two ideas are combined to construct a hybrid symbolic-
numeric differential-elimination method for identifying and
including missing constraints arising in differential systems.
First we exploit the fact that a system once differentiated
becomes linear in its highest derivatives. Then we apply di-
agonal homotopies to incrementally process new constraints,
one at a time. The method is illustrated on several examples,
combining symbolic differential elimination (using rifsimp)
with numerical homotopy continuation (using phc).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over and under-determined systems of ode and pde arise

in applications such as constrained multibody mechanics
and control systems (e.g. differential-algebraic equations
(dae) arise in constrained Lagrangian mechanics [20]).
Much progress has been made in exact differential elimina-
tion methods, theory and algorithms for nonlinear systems
of pde. For example see Boulier et al. [3], Chen and Gao
[5], Hubert [9], Mansfield [12], Seiler [20], Reid, Rust et
al. [18], Wu [30]. Such methods enable the identification of
all the hidden constraints for a system of pde and the auto-
matic statement of an existence and uniqueness theorem for
its solutions. They give a geometrical view of its solution
space [17, 20] and enable the determination of its symmetry
properties. They enable the computation of initial data and
associated formal power series solutions in the neighborhood
of a point. Algorithmic membership tests (specifically in the
radical of a differential ideal) can be given [3, 9]. They can
ease the difficulty of numerical solution of dae systems [26].

This paper is a sequel to [14] and [7] in which we develop
theory and methods for using numerical homotopy continu-
ation methods in the differential elimination process to iden-
tify missing constraints for systems of differential equations.
In [14] such methods were first introduced by combining
the Cartan-Kuranishni approach with homotopy methods.
During the application of that approach all equations are
differentiated up to the current highest derivative order, re-
sulting in potentially large numbers of pde. These pde are
treated as polynomial equations in jet space, and their large
number implies that the number of continuation paths that
must be tracked can be impractically large.

In this paper we process the leading linear pde using the
rifsimp algorithm [29] and the leading nonlinear pde using
PHCpack [27], applying diagonal homotopies [23]. The cor-
rectness of our results can be certified if the constraints are
free from multiplicities and the numerical representations
are well conditioned.

This paper is organized as follows. In §2 we introduce
some basic material for symbolic differential elimination,
and in §3 we give a short overview on recent developments in
homotopy methods. In §4 we present our method and briefly
outline some optimizations in §5. Examples are given in §6
and concluding remarks in §7.

2. SYMBOLIC DIFFERENTIAL
ELIMINATION

Consider a polynomially nonlinear system of pde R =
(R1, . . . , Rl) = 0 with independent variables x = (x1, . . . , xn)



and dependent variables u = (u1, . . . , um) over C with co-
efficients from some computable extension of Q. As in [3,
18, 20] solutions and derivatives are replaced by formal (jet)
variables, allowing manipulation of equations without first
assuming that solutions exist [13]. In particular, denoting
the p-th order jet variables corresponding to derivatives as
u
p
, the jet variety of a qth order system in Jq = Cnq is

V (R) := {(x, u, u
1
, . . . , u

q
) ∈ Jq : R(x, u, u

1
, ..., u

q
) = 0}. (1)

Here nq = n + m

(
n + q

q

)
is the number of independent

variables, dependent variables and derivatives of order less
than or equal to q. We restrict to the subset of the variables
of Jq that actually appear in the given system.

Example 2.1. Throughout this article we use the follow-
ing running example, first introduced in [16], see also [7]:

∂2u(x, y)

∂y2
− ∂2u(x, y)

∂x∂y
= 0,

(
∂u(x, y)

∂x

)r

+
∂u(x, y)

∂x
− u(x, y) = 0.

(2)

For the case r = 2, this is a differential polynomial system
R = (uyy − uxy, u2

x + ux − u) = 0 in the jet space of second
order J2 = C8 and has jet variety V (R) = {(x, y, u, ux,
uy, uxx, uxy, uyy) ∈ J2: uyy − uxy = 0, u2

x + ux − u = 0}.
The rifsimp algorithm [18, 29] takes on input a ranking

of partial derivatives. A ranking of derivatives [18] is a total
ordering on the set of all jet variables (excluding indepen-
dent variables) that is invariant under differentiation and
satisfies a positivity condition.

Definition 2.2 (Highest Derivative). The highest
derivative of a pde ψ is the largest derivative appearing in
the pde in the ranking. A pde is classified as leading linear
or leading nonlinear with respect to a ranking according as
whether it is linear or not in its highest derivative.

Example 2.3. Consider the ranking of partial derivatives:

u ≺ ux ≺ uy ≺ uxx ≺ uxy ≺ · · · (3)

Then (2) has hd(uyy−uxy) = uyy and hd(u2
x+ux−u) = ux.

Hence uyy − uxy is leading linear and u2
x + ux − u is leading

nonlinear with respect to the ranking.

Definition 2.4 (Formal Total Derivative). The
formal total derivative is Dxj = ∂

∂xj
+ Σm

�=1u
�
xj

∂
∂u� + · · ·

Given a list of equations N = 0, D(N) is the list of first
order total derivatives of all equations of N with respect to
all independent variables (i.e. D(N) := [Dxj Nk]) and forms
a single prolongation of N .

For Example 2.1 with N = u2
x + ux − u = 0 and formal

total derivatives Dx and Dy we have:

D(N) = [2uxuxx + uxx − ux, 2uxuxy + uxy − uy].

Implementations of symbolic differential elimination algo-
rithms have devoted much attention to decreasing the order
of such prolongations, while still determining all the obstruc-
tions to the existence of formal power series solutions (e.g.
see [20, 29]).

As input the rifsimp algorithm takes a polynomially non-
linear system of pde, together with a ranking of deriva-
tives [18]. It partitions the system into two disjoint sets:

pde which are linear in their highest derivatives with respect
to the ranking, and its complement the leading nonlinear
pde. During its execution these two sets are continually
updated until they satisfy certain theoretical conditions for
termination [18, 29]. One condition is that the integrabil-
ity conditions, after reduction with respect to the leading
nonlinear pde, should lie in the algebraic ideal generated by
the leading nonlinear pde. Also the once-differentiated set
of the leading nonlinear pde, after reduction with respect to
the leading linear pde, should lie in that ideal. Violation of
these conditions gives new equations which are appended to
the system, and the process above is repeated. In existing
implementations [29] the membership is symbolically tested
using Gröbner Bases and Triangular Set methods.

3. NUMERICAL ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY
Our tool to numerically solve polynomial systems is ho-

motopy continuation. Homotopy methods define families of
systems, embedding a system to be solved in a homotopy,
connecting it to a start system whose solutions are known.
Continuation methods are then applied to track the paths
defined by the homotopy, leading to the solutions. By ran-
dom choices of constants in the homotopy one can prove
that, except for an algebraic set of bad choices of constants,
singularities and diverging paths can only occur at the end
of the paths, when the system to be solved has singular so-
lutions or fewer solutions than the generic root count.

In [24], a new field “Numerical Algebraic Geometry” was
described which led to the development of homotopies to
describe all irreducible components (all meaning: for all di-
mensions) of the solution set of a polynomial system. We
briefly list key ingredients of this developing field, see also [25]:

1) Witness Sets: are the key data in a numerical irre-
ducible decomposition. A witness set for a k-dimensional
solution component consists of k random hyperplanes
and all isolated solutions in the intersection of the com-
ponent with those hyperplanes. The degree of the so-
lution component equals the number of witness points.
Witness sets are equivalent to lifting fibers in a geo-
metric resolution [10].

2) Cascade of Homotopies: Candidate witness points are
computed efficiently using a cascade of homotopies,
peeling off the hyperplanes in going from high to lower
dimensional solution components. This idea of cutting
with hyperplanes to determine the dimensions of solu-
tion components appeared in Giusti and Heintz [6].

3) Factorization. Using monodromy loops, certified by lin-
ear traces, a pure dimensional solution set is factored
into irreducibles. See e.g. [4] for the related approxi-
mate multivariate polynomial factorization.

4) Diagonal Homotopies. We intersect two solution com-
ponents: A and B. Let A be defined by polynomial
equations f(u) = 0, cut by hyperplanes K(u) = 0,
and B similarly defined by g(v) = 0 and L(v) = 0.
Consider the homotopy

H(u, v, t) =




f(u) = 0
g(v) = 0
K(u) = 0
L(v) = 0


(1 − t) +




f(u) = 0
g(v) = 0
u − v = 0
M(u) = 0


 t. (4)

For t = 0, we start at the product of the two wit-
ness sets A × B. At t = 1, we are at the diagonal



u − v = 0. The above homotopy is just a cartoon de-
scription of diagonal homotopies, see [23]. Intersecting
components is done symbolically in the geometric res-
olution, see [10].

These methods have been implemented in PHCpack [27],
see [22] for a description of some of its added capabilities.
An interface to PHCpack within Maple is described in [11].

4. SYMBOLIC-NUMERIC COMPLETION
ALGORITHM

Pseudo-code is given for the main algorithm HybridRif
and its subroutines.

4.1 Using Witness Sets
A basic step of our method is to detect whether a new con-

straint lowers the dimension of some component of the cur-
rent system. As we append constraints, the general member-
ship test of [22] simplifies to substituting the witness points
of the current constraints into the presumed new constraint.

Algorithm 4.1. W new = MembershipTest(W, p, ε)
Input: Witness set W ; a polynomial p; a tolerance ε.
Output: W new = {w ∈ W : |p(w)| > ε}.
For correctness of our methods we need to test whether

the constraints are free from singularities. Numerically this
is done by setting thresholds on the condition numbers of
the witness points. While ill-conditioned points are not nec-
essarily points with with multiplicity > 1 (extreme values
of coefficients can lead to a bad scaling), for our current
homotopy methods there is no difference in practice.

Algorithm 4.2. boolean = IsReduced(W, ε)
Input: Witness set W ;

ε tolerance on inverse condition number.
Output: true if all points in W have good condition;

false otherwise.

A witness set for a hypersurface (defined by one multi-
variate polynomial) is obtained by cutting the hypersurface
by a random line and applying a univariate root finder.

Algorithm 4.3. W = WitnessSet(p, ε)
A polynomial p ; a tolerance ε.

Output: Witness set W for p.

Diagonal homotopies [23] are used to compute a numer-
ical representation of the intersection of two solution com-
ponents given by witness sets.

Algorithm 4.4. W = Intersect(W1, W2)
Input: Witness sets W1, W2 representing A, B resp.
Output: Witness W representing A ∩ B.

4.2 Specification of rifsimp & riflin
In brief the rifsimp algorithm described in [18, 29] has

the following input and output characteristics:

Algorithm 4.5. [N, L, P ] = rifsimp(S,≺)

Input: S, a system of polynomially nonlinear pde

and inequations over Q, and a ranking ≺.
Output: [N,L,P], where

• L is a set of leading linear pde in solved form with re-
spect to its highest derivatives in the ranking ≺, where
hd(L) are all distinct, and no member of hd(L) is a
derivative of any other member;

• N is a set of leading nonlinear pde with no dependence
on hd(L) or derivatives of hd(L);

• P is a set of inequations (the pivots) with no depen-
dence on on hd(L) or derivatives of hd(L);

• the integrability conditions of the leading linear pde

after reduction wrt L are in 〈N〉;
• D(N) after reduction wrt L is in 〈N〉.

In addition, an existence and uniqueness theorem is provided
for its output [18]. We work with a modified version of the
rifsimp algorithm, called riflin, which works with only the
leading linear part so no membership tests are performed
and D(N) is not computed. In contrast to rifsimp only
a subset of all constraints are determined and an existence
uniqueness result can not be stated.

4.3 The main algorithm
The symbolic algebraic equation manipulation in rifsimp

is replaced with the numerical diagonal homotopy method.

Algorithm 4.6. [N, P, L, fail] = HybridRif(S,≺, ε)

Input : S, a polynomially nonlinear system of differential
equations and inequations over Q and a ranking ≺;
a tolerance ε.

Output: [N, P, L, fail], where
N: leading nonlinear part;
P: pivots (inequations);
L: leading linear part;
fail: true if witness sets are not reduced.

[N (0), P (0), L(0)] := riflin(S,≺)

W (0) := WitnessSet(N (0), ε)
Repeat from j = 1

Q(j) := N (j−1) ∪ P (j−1) ∪ L(j−1) ∪ D(N (j−1))

[N (j), P (j), L(j)] := riflin(Q(j),≺)

if hd(L(j−1)) �= hd(L(j)) then

[N (j−1), P (j−1), L(j−1)] := [N (j), P (j), L(j)];
else

W (j) := W (j−1);

Repeat for p in N (j)\N (j−1)

W new := MembershipTest(W (j), p, ε);
if W new �= ∅ then

W (j) := WitnessSet(p, ε);

W (j) := Intersect(W new, W (j));
end if;

end loop;

if W (j) = W (j−1) then

fail :=not IsReduced(W (j−1), ε);

return [N (j−1), P (j−1), L(j−1), fail];
end if;
j := j + 1;

end if;
end loop.

In practice HybridRif will abort reporting failure as soon
as a witness set shows intolerably high condition numbers.



4.4 Termination Conditions
Algorithm IsReduced is implemented using estimates for

the inverse condition number of the Jacobian matrix at the
witness points.

A standard Noetherian argument, which is a minor vari-
ation of that in [18], shows that the linear part L(j) must
eventually stabilize. Further it is easily shown that

hd(L(j)) = hd(L(j−1)) ⇒ P (j) = P (j−1). (5)

The condition MembershipTest(W (j−1), N (j), ε) = ∅ used
to terminate HybridRif corresponds to the symbolic test
involving the difference of two varieties:

V (N (j))\V (P (j−1)) ⊇ V (N (j−1))\V (P (j−1)). (6)

As HybridRif will fail when it encounters singularities or
ill-conditioned representations, its termination is not abso-
lute as is the case when the symbolic conditions (5) and (6)
are applied. However, when HybridRif terminates without
failure, the final witness set can be certified as follows: every
witness point is an approximate zero in the sense of [2].

5. OPTIMIZATIONS
It will be advantageous, but not theoretically necessary,

to remove redundant equations. A polynomial is redundant
if after its removal the geometry of the solution set has not
changed. By repeated calls to Algorithm 4.1, we can imple-
ment the following.

Algorithm 5.1. Nnew = Shrink(N, W, ε)
Input: N a set of polynomials;

W witness set representing N−1(0);
ε is tolerance for Algorithm 4.1.

Output: Nnew cuts out same solution set as N .

The number of paths followed by homotopy methods is per-
haps the most important aspect of their computational cost.
In the case of dense polynomial square systems, this num-
ber is given by the Bézout degree. As a system is prolonged
(differentiated) the number of equations can grow dramati-
cally and the product of the degrees of these equations (their
Bézout degree) can grow even more explosively. Thus meth-
ods for decreasing this number are a priority in the devel-
opment of homotopy methods for pde systems.

It is also advantageous to fix the value of the independent
variables to random numbers: x = x̂ where x belongs to
the space of independent variables X. Extended graphs of
solutions of pde belong to components which are fibred over
X. This condition is ensured for each component of V (N) ⊆
Jq that is fibred over X. Let πX denote the projection
onto X, that is πX(x, v) = x where v = (u, ..., u

q
). Thus at

neighborhoods O(x̂, v̂) of regular points (x̂, v̂) ∈ V (N) we
have dim (πXO(x̂, v̂) ∩ V (N)) = dim X. Equivalently we
have dim πXT(x̂,v̂)V (N) = dim X = n where T(x̂,v̂)V (N) is
the tangent space to V (N) at (x̂, v̂).

Suppose we are given a system with variety C and a hyper-
surface S. We can already test S ⊇ C, by use of the algo-
rithm MembershipTest and substitution of generic points,
but the number of continuation paths can be impractically
large. Instead we set x = x̂, Cx̂ = {(x, v) ∈ C : x = x̂} =
�x̂ ∩ C and Sx̂ = {(x, v) ∈ S : x = x̂} = �x̂ ∩ S where
�x̂ = {(x̂, v)} is a linear space. By application of Member-
shipTest and substitution of generic points we can deter-
mine if Sx̂ ⊇ Cx̂ by following far fewer continuation paths.

In general however this does not necessarily imply S ⊇ C.
For example consider S = {(x, u) : (x − 3)(u − 1) = 0} and
C = {(x, u) : (u − 2) = 0} then with x̂ = 3, Sx̂ ⊇ Cx̂, but
S �⊇ C. But note that components of form such as x−3 = 0
are not fibred over X and are not of interest for pde, since
they imply that the ‘independent variables’ are instead de-
pendent on each other. Such non-fibred components are
avoided, with high probability, by setting x = x̂.

Assume C has only one component fibred over X and
Sx̂ ⊇ Cx̂. If S �⊇ C, then C ∩ S is a proper algebraic sub-
set of C [21] which means dim C > dim (C ∩ S) and since
C is fibred over X, Cx̂ is not empty. Therefore dim Cx̂ >
dim (C ∩ S ∩ �x̂) = dim (Cx̂ ∩ Sx̂), contradicting Sx̂ ⊇ Cx̂,
so S must contain the whole component of C. This tech-
nique can often dramatically decrease the Bézout bound of
the system and number of paths for the witness set by ho-
motopies in MembershipTest. Note that the degree d of a
pde, when the independent variables are fixed to constants,
is invariant under prolongation. Hence the Bézout degree
of the prolongation of a single pde, is dN where N is the
number of pde in the prolongation.

6. EXAMPLES

6.1 Illustrative Example
The simple illustrative system (2) with r = 2 has

S := [uyy − uxy = 0, u2
x + ux − u = 0] (7)

on entry into HybridRif. We assume the ranking is given
by (3). Since the independent variables x, y do not appear
explicitly they are not used in dimension counts.

At the first iteration, applying riflin to S yields the sin-
gle leading linear pde in the solved form L(0), and a single
leading nonlinear pde N (0):

N (0) P (0) L(0)

u2
x + ux − u = 0 ∅ uyy = uxy

(8)

We first calculate D(N (0)) = [2uxuxx + uxx − ux, 2uxuxy +
uxy − uy] then

Q(1) = L(0) ∪ P (0) ∪ N (0) ∪ D(N (0)) (9)

and apply riflin to Q(1) to obtain

N (1) P (1) L(1)

u2
x + ux − u = 0 (2ux + 1) �= 0 uyy =

uy

2ux+1

u2
y − uyux = 0 uxy =

uy

2ux+1

uyux − u2
y = 0 uxx = ux

2ux+1

(10)

We remove the obvious duplicate equation in N (1) by a sim-
ple implementation of Algorithm 5.1 although this is not
necessary for the correctness and termination of HybridRif.
Next we check whether the leading linear part is stable or
not. Since hd(L(1)) = [uyy, uxy, uxx] �= hd(L(0)) = [uyy] we
return to the beginning of the major loop. We first compute

D(N (1)) = [2uxuxx + uxx − ux, 2uxuxy + uxy − uy,

−uxy(ux − uy) − uy(uxx − uxy),

−uyy(ux − uy) − uy(uxy − uyy)] (11)

then Q(2) = L(1) ∪ P (1) ∪ N (1) ∪ D(N (1)). Next riflin is

applied to Q(2) which after removing redundant equations



gives:

N (2) P (2) L(2)

u2
x + ux − u = 0 (2ux + 1) �= 0 uyy =

uy

2ux+1

uyux − u2
y = 0 uxy =

uy

2ux+1

uxx = ux
2ux+1

(12)

Here hd(L(2)) = hd(L(1)), so the membership test is applied

to N (2) to test V (N (2))\V (P (2)) ⊇ V (N (1))\V (P (1)).
First we compute the witness set of each polynomial in

N (1) in (u, ux, uy)-space by WitnessSet. There are two
paths to be followed for each polynomial. Then the witness
set W (1) for N (1) is computed by Intersect, yielding four
witness points resulting from tracking 4 paths. During the
application of MembershipTest points in W (1) are evalu-
ated in the system N (2). Since IsReduced (W (1), ε) = true

and MembershipTest(W (1), N (2), ε) = ∅, the termination

conditions are met and the algorithm returns [N (1), P (1), L(1)].
For this example it can be checked that the outputs of

HybridRif and the fully symbolic algorithm rifsimp are
the same. In §6.2 an example is given where the outputs of
HybridRif and rifsimp differ.

Comparison with a Numerical Geometrical Com-
pletion Method: Here we compare HybridRif with a nu-
merical geometrical completion method [1, 7, 14] which is
a variation of the symbolic Cartan-Kuranishi method [13,
20]. In [7] the first application of the interpolation-free
method of [14] is given to the example system above. The
method when applied to an input system R involves comput-
ing dim π�DkR where π : Jq → Jq−1 is the usual projection
until the criteria of projected involution [1] are satisfied. The
output of the method of [7] consists of

φ1 = 0, φ2 = 0,

Dx(φ1) = 0, Dy(φ1) = 0, Dx(φ2) = 0, Dy(φ2) = 0,

Dxx(φ2) = 0, Dxy(φ2) = 0, Dyy(φ2) = 0 (13)

where R = [φ1 = uyy − uxy = 0, φ2 = u2
x + ux − u = 0] is

the input system above. In [7] the following dimensions are
computed using homotopy continuation:

dim(R) = 2 dim(DR) = 1 dim(D2R) = 1

dim π(DR) = 1 dim π(D2R) = 1

dim π2(D2R) = 1 (14)

and show π(DR) is an involutive system. In the computa-
tions, the worst Bézout number that appears is 64 which is
much bigger than 4, the number of continuation paths that
had to be followed in the application of HybridRif above.

6.2 System for Discrete Symmetries
of uxx = 1

x
ux + 4

x3u
2

Reference [15] solves the problem of determining the full
diffeomorphism pseudogroup of point transformations (x, u) →
(x̂, û) of the form x̂ = X(x, u), û = U(x, u), leaving invariant
the ode uxx = 1

x
ux + 4

x3 u2. Requiring that these transfor-
mations leave the ode invariant leads [15] to a system of
nonlinear pde for the unknown functions X, U :

4U
2
X

3
u − X

3
XuUuu + X

3
UuXuu + X

2
UuX

2
u = 0,

X
2
UxX

2
u + 2X

3
UuXxu − X

3
XxUuu − 2X

3
XuUxu + 2X

2
UuXxXu

+12U
2
XxX

2
u + X

3
UxXuu = 0,

x
3
X

3
UxXxx − 4u

2
X

3
UuXx − x

3
X

3
UxxXx + x

3
X

2
UxX

2
x (15)

+4u
2
X

3
UxXu + 4x

3
U

2
X

3
x = 0,

2xX
3
UxXxu + X

3
UxXu − xX

3
UxxXu + 2xX

2
UxXxXu − X

3
UuXx

+xX
2
UuX

2
x − 2xX

3
UxuXx + xX

3
UuXxx + 12xU

2
X

2
xXu = 0

augmented with the condition that the Jacobian of the trans-
formation does not vanish: XxUu − XuUx �= 0.

Application of the HybridRif Algorithm with the rank-
ing graded first by total order of derivative, then with ∂u ≺
∂x and finally lexicographically with U ≺ X, i.e.:

U ≺ X ≺ Uu ≺ Xu ≺ Ux ≺ Xx ≺ · · · (16)

gives the leading linear system

Xxx =
6 X3 − 5 x2XxUuX − x3UuXx

2

5x3XUu

, Xu = 0

Uxx =
(
20 x

3
U

2
UuXx

3 − 20 u
2
X

3
Uu

2
Xx − 5 x

2
UuX

3
UxXx

+4 x
3
UxX

2
UuXx

2
+ 6 UxX

5
)

/(5x
3
UuXxX

3
)

Uxu =
2 x3UuXx

2 − 5 x2XxUuX + 3 X3

5x3XXx

Uuu = 0 (17)

together with the condition Uu �= 0, Xx �= 0. The constraint
leading nonlinear equations found by HybridRif are:

x
3
UuXx

2 − X
3

= 0,

−200 x
3
uXx

2
X

3
Uu

2
+ 200 x

6
Xx

4
Uu

2
U − 27 x

3
UuX

4
Xx

2
+ 36 X

7

−25 x
4
Uu

2
X

3
Xx

2
+ 16 x

6
Uu

2
XXx

4
= 0,

−200 x
6
Xx

3
Uu

2
Ux − 16 x

6
Uu

2
Xx

4
+ 12 x

3
UuX

3
Xx

2
+ 90 xX
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Uu
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3
X
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2
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uXx

2
X

2
Uu

2
+ 85 x

4
Uu

2
X

2
Xx

2

+720 uX
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2
uXxX

3
Uu

2
= 0,

432 uX
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X

7
Xx

2
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X

4
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X
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Xx
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Uu
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X
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5
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2
+ 800 x

6
u

2
Xx

4
Uu

3
X

3 − 990 x
3
X

8
Xx

2

+54 xX
10

= 0 (18)

Application of the initial data algorithm [29] to the leading
linear equations (17) above yields the following initial data

X(x0, u0) = X0, U(x0, u0) = U0,
Xx(x0, u0) = X0

x, Ux(x0, u0) = U0
x , Uu(x0, u0) = U0

u.
(19)

Then the existence and uniqueness theorem [18] implies that
formal power solutions to the system exist at points where
the constants X0, U0, X0

x, U0
x , U0

u satisfy the constraint
nonlinear equations (18).

In this example N (1) consists of the first 3 nonlinear equa-
tions in (18) with degrees 6,13,12 respectively, and the corre-

sponding linear part (L(1)) becomes stable. Next the witness

set is constructed for N (1). Next N (2) is obtained with all
4 nonlinear equations of (18) with degrees 6, 13, 12 and 19
respectively. Application of MembershipTest shows that



the fourth equation is geometrically new so the witness set
of its intersection is computed using Intersect.

Because of the high total degree in this example, we use
techniques to decrease the number the continuation paths
followed by phc. The first technique is to specialize the
independent variables to random fixed values as discussed
in §5. In particular the degrees of the uncovered constraints
(18) decrease dramatically from 6, 13, 12, 19 to 3, 7, 6, 10. A
second key to success, was to use mixed volumes instead of
Bézout Bounds. In particular in the application of diagonal
homotopies, this decreased the number of paths needing to
be followed for N (1) from 126(= 3 ·7 ·6) to 3 and the number

of paths for N (2) from 1260(= 3 · 7 · 6 · 10) to 4.
Application of diagonal homotopies showed the existence

of 1 dimensional components for the constraint nonlinear
system (3 dimensional if we include x, u in the dimension
count). This agrees with the explicit computations in [15].
Denote by Glie the Lie subgroup of symmetries in a con-
nected component of the identity of the full symmetry group
G of the ode. Our dimensional computation correctly re-
veals the dimension of Glie as 1 as determined by a more
conventional linearized calculation in [15]. The degree de-
termined by our calculations is 4 and corresponds to the
cardinality of G/Glie which is in agreement with [15] (in-
deed there it is shown that the factor group is isomorphic to
Z4). Further calculations using phc on the full constraint
nonlinear system reveals that there are 4 degree one, one
dimensional components (fixing x, u to constants) whose
equations can be interpolated if desired. These computa-
tions are again in agreement with the explicit ones in [15].

Interestingly high degree singular components of natural
geometric origin violating the invertibility condition XxUu−
XuUx �= 0 arose in our calculations and initially caused some
numerical difficulties. Such components were excluded by
inclusion of the invertibility condition. For the system above
this is equivalent to XxUu �= 0, since Xu = 0. Consequently
we also have X �= 0 and U �= 0.

Comparison with a Numerical Geometrical Com-
pletion Method: We compare HybridRif with a numer-
ical geometrical completion method [1, 7, 14] which is a
variation of the symbolic Cartan-Kuranishi method [13, 20].
The method when applied to an input system R (18) in-
volves computing dim π�DkR until the criteria of projected
involution [1] are satisfied. The system R has Bézout num-
ber 12288 which is reduced to 1875 after substituting ran-
dom values for the independent variables. The prolonga-
tion of DR which has 18 equations with Bézout number
50096498540544. After specializing the independent vari-
ables it reduces to 177978515625 which was still too high.

Comparison with the rifsimp symbolic algorithm :
Application of rifsimp with the ranking (16) yielded the
leading linear system:

Ux,x = (−16x2uU2 − 4x3U2 − 128xu2U2 +

−384u2x2UxU − 16x4UxU − 160x3uUxU +

+4x2uXU + 16xu2XU + 128u3XU − 3x4XUx +

−80u2x2UxX − 32x3uUxX)(x3(4u + x)2(X + 8U))

Xx = (U2(4U + X)(8u + x))/

(u(32uU2 + 4xU2 + 8x2UxU + 32uxUxU

+8uXU + xXU + 4xuXUx + x2UxX))

Xu = 0

Uu =
X + 8U

8u + x
(20)

d 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
ram:Z 0.24 0.6 1.4 2.5 8.3 16.5 128.7 inc

ram:C 3.40 6.8 11.2 20.7 62.2 inc inc inc

Table 1: rifsimp memory consumption (MB) applied
to a class of random polynomial ODE R(ux,u) = 0
with integer coefficients, and a class with complex
rational coefficients. Here d = degree(R). RAM=inc
indicates the memory of machine was exhausted.

d 2 5 8 11 14 17 20
ram:Z 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.5
ram:C 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.6

Table 2: phc memory consumption (MB) applied
to a class of random polynomial ODE R(ux,u) = 0
with integer coefficients, and a class with complex
rational coefficients. Here d = degree(R).

with the leading nonlinear equations

32u3XU − 64u2x2UxU − 32xu2U2 − 8u2x2UxX

+8xu2XU − 32u2x3U2
x − 2x3uUxX − 16x3uUxU

+x2uXU − 12ux4U2
x − 8x2uU2 − x3U2 − x5U2

x = 0,

(uX − xU)(xX + 4uX + 4xU) = 0 (21)

and the inequations X + 8U �= 0, X �= 0, U �= 0.
Unlike the example of §6.1, this differs from the result

obtained by HybridRif. This discrepancy is resolved by
noting that both systems define the the same locus in jet
space.

Finally we note that Hydon [8] gives an elegant and effi-
cient method which exploits the knowledge of the Lie group
Glie to considerably ease computation of the full group G.

6.3 Random first order ODE R(ux,u) = 0
In this section we apply our symbolic-numeric approach

to a class of random ode R(ux, u) = 0 for a single depen-
dent variable u. The efficiency of this approach is compared
with that of using the symbolic rifsimp algorithm. Differ-
entiation of R(ux, u) = 0 gives Ruxuxx + Ruux = 0. The
following cases are easily obtained:

Case 1: uxx = −Ru ux
Rux

, Rux �= 0, R(ux, u) = 0

Case 2: S2 = {R = 0, Ru = 0, Rux = 0}, ux �= 0
Case 3: S3 = {R(0, u) = 0, Rux(0, u) = 0}, ux = 0

(22)

For random differential polynomials R, system S2 in (22)
consists of two random polynomials in one variable and sys-
tem S3 in (22) consists of three random polynomials in two
variables. For random R systems S2 and S3 will be incon-
sistent with high probability and Case 1 will be the only
consistent case. A full analysis of all the singular cases for
such ode is given in the classic work of Hubert [9].

Two subclasses of random ode with degrees d from 1 to
20 were considered. One subclass had random coefficients
consisting of integers between −99 and 99, and the other
random subclass had random coefficients consisting of com-
plex numbers of the form (a + bi)/(max{|a|, |b|} + 1) where
a, b are random integers between −10 and 10.

The computations were carried out using Maple 9, and
phc (release 2.3 beta) on a 1.5 GHZ Pentium M, with 512
MB of RAM, running under Windows XP. As shown in Ta-
ble 1 the RAM was exhausted at relatively low degree d = 9,
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Figure 1: Time-Degree Statistics for a Random
polynomial ODE R(ux,u) = 0 plotted on a log− log
scale. d = degree(R) and t is the time to apply
the differential elimination process using: rifsimp
(comp. coeffs. ♦); rifsimp (integ. coeffs. �); phc
(comp. coeffs. +); phc (integ. coeffs. o).

and this was dramatically worse for complex coefficients
where exhaustion occurred at d = 7. As seen in Table 2
RAM usage by phc was dramatically lower and more stable
than that of rifsimp. While changing from random integer
to complex coefficients barely affected the RAM consumed
by phc, it dramatically increased RAM usage by rifsimp.

Degree-time statistics for rifsimp and phc are shown in
Figure 1. The positive concavity of the two curves for rif-
simp indicates its complexity is more than polynomial. The
approximately linear curves for phc in Figure 1 on the log-
log scale is typical for a polynomial-time method. However
the worst case complexity of HybridRif is at least expo-
nential, considering its application to systems of linear ho-
mogeneous pde in a single dependent variable. In that case
its output is isomorphic to a Gröbner Basis. Groundbreak-
ing work on reducing the complexity to polynomial time for
ode was done by Sedglovacic [19]. The memory usage statis-
tics show the discrepancy between rifsimp and phc growing
with increasing degree, and when changing from integer to
random complex coefficients. The symbolic differential elim-
ination program Rosenfeld Groebner had similar memory
and time behavior to rifsimp on the random class of ode.

7. DISCUSSION
Our method applies to intrinsic (exact) systems of poly-

nomially nonlinear pde and relies on splitting the system
into a leading linear subsystem and its complement. Well-
developed (linear) symbolic methods are applied to the lead-
ing linear part of the system. The success of this strategy
enables the shrinking of the number of genuinely nonlinear
equations that are dealt with by the numerical continuation
methods. The use of diagonal homotopies allows handling
the constraints incrementally, exploiting the structure of the
leading nonlinear systems, and leads to a further decrease
in the number of paths to be followed. Note that one could
– at least in theory – replace the use of witness sets and di-
agonal homotopies in HybridRif by lifting fibers and using
geometric resolutions [10]. In contrast to Gröbner methods,
the fact that only geometrically new constraints are used

means that generally fewer constraints need to be stored
than would be required to represent the ideal. In addition,
the maintenance of the constraints in their introduced form
helps to preserve sparsity, and reduce equation and coef-
ficient growth typical of Gröbner methods. It also allows
flexibility in using alternative and sparse methods to con-
trol expression swell. Such methods include encoding the
constraints by straight line programs, or using memory man-
agement based on ordered storage strategies [29] or directed
acyclic graph structures as used by Lecerf in his implemen-
tation of the algorithms in [10].

The methods were applied to a number of examples start-
ing with an easy illustrative example in §6.1. Secondly a
system for discrete symmetries of moderate difficulty for
symbolic methods was considered. Although the output was
implicit, it illustrated that useful features of the symmetries
could be extracted by the new hybrid methods (such as the
number of discrete symmetries, and the degree of the com-
ponents of the group). On this example, HybridRif was
compared with a geometrical approach based on a numerical
version of the Cartan-Kuranishi algorithm. It demonstrated
that far fewer continuation paths were needed by HybridRif
than the numerical geometrical method developed in earlier
work.

Finally in §6.3 we considered a class of random first or-
der ode. On systems which are denser and of higher degree,
numerical methods have an advantage while symbolic meth-
ods can perform better on lower degree, highly structured
sparse systems. We caution that the sample size is too small
to make emphatic statements. Certainly it indicates that
there is scope to improve rifsimp’s algebraic processing by
using alternative symbolic and numeric algorithms.

This paper belongs to a series initiated in [28], continued
in [14] and [7], aimed at developing “Numerical Jet Geome-
try”, as a subfield of “Numerical Algebraic Geometry”. Ul-
timately, this development will lead to methods enabling the
practical processing of approximate input systems.
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